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Abstract

The visualisation pipeline approach is a flexible and
extensible technique for generating visualisations.
The basic pipeline functions involve the capture and
representation of data, the computation of geometry
and the presentation of visual output. Data is rep-
resented in XML at each stage and is successively
transformed, typically by XSLT transformations, as
it moves through the pipeline. A force-directed lay-
out engine, Angle is one of the major components
in the computation of 2D and 3D geometry. In this
paper, we describe inhomogeneous force models and
their implementation in Angle. These allow a richer
variety of properties and relationships of the under-
lying graph and application domain to be included
in the visualisation. We present examples from our
software visualisation research.

1 Introduction

Force-directed layout techniques, also known as
spring embedders, (Eades 1983, Eades 1984, Di Bat-
tista, Eades, Tamassia & Tollis 1999) are a reliable
general-purpose tool for graph layout applications.
Although other techniques may be capable of deliv-
ering superior results for particular classes of graphs,
force-directed methods have found application in a
wide range of areas.

In our work, we require layout algorithms which
can reliably provide a satisfactory layout when pre-
sented with an unknown graph. It is more important
that our layouts be “good enough all the time” than
“great some of the time”. Force-directed methods
generally exhibit smooth convergence to the final lay-
out configuration, making them particularly suitable
for layouts which are presented dynamically to users
via a graphical user interface.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. In the next section, we outline our visualisa-
tion pipeline approach and describe the rôle of An-
gle (Churcher & Creek 2001), our layout engine. We
introduce inhomogeneous force models in Section 3
and discuss our approach and its implementation in
Section 4. We illustrate our approach by presenting
some examples of its application in Section 5. Finally,
our conclusions and discussion of work in progress are
presented in Section 6.
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2 Layout in the visualisation pipeline

The conventional visualisation pipeline (Schroeder,
Martin & Lorensen 1998, for example) consists of
three basic phases: data capture/generation & pro-
cessing; computation of geometry and rendering of
the resulting visualisation.

Our recent work in information and software vi-
sualisation (Churcher, Keown & Irwin 1999, Irwin &
Churcher 2002, Churcher, Irwin & Kriz 2003, Irwin &
Churcher 2003) involves a flexible extensible pipeline
approach to information and software visualisation.

The pipeline, shown schematically in Figure 1,
consists of three main sections, each of which will be
discussed further below.

XML (Birbeck, Diamond, Duckett, Gudmunds-
son, Kobak, Lenz, Livingstone, Marcus, Mohr, Pin-
nock, Visco, Watt, Williams, Zaev & Ozu 2001, Sall
2002, W3C n.d.) is used to represent the data at each
stage. As data passes through the pipeline is it trans-
formed in various ways. In most cases, XSLT trans-
formations are sufficient. When significant processing
is required, as in a semantic analyzer or a graph lay-
out tool, filters written in any language (usually Java
in our case) may be readily inserted into the pipeline.

In Figure 1, the data capture section is indicated
by a light grey background. In a typical software visu-
alisation context, this section involves parsing source
code files to obtain individual syntax trees. These are
then combined using a semantic analyzer in order to
resolve larger scale issues such as method overriding
and invocation. The resulting model may then be fil-
tered to remove elements which will not participate
further in the visualisation process. The parsers are
produced with the aid of yakyacc (yet another kind
of yacc) which uses XML pipeline-based technology
to generate parsers from standard programming lan-
guage grammars. The semantic analysis tools make
explicit the semantic structures defined by the cor-
responding language standards. Both yakyacc and
the semantic analysis tools are described in more
detail elsewhere (Irwin & Churcher 2002, Irwin &
Churcher 2003).

In simpler application contexts, some components
may be omitted from this pipeline section (an exam-
ple is given in §5.1. For example, a semantic analyser
was not required in our single class cohesion visuali-
sations (Churcher et al. 2003). In the simplest cases,
such as graph layout, this section reduced to a simple
file which may be created with the aid of an appro-
priate application or simply edited by hand.

At the end of this pipeline section, the model con-
sists of an XML representation of the original data in
the vocabulary of the original domain.

The geometry computation section is indicated by
a mid-grey background.

In our case, geometry computation typi-
cally involves Angle, our force-directed layout
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Figure 1: Visualisation pipeline

tool (Churcher & Creek 2001). Given an XML rep-
resentation of a graph, in a geometrical vocabulary
involving terms such as nodes and edges, Angle can
produce 2D or 3D layouts—effectively adding spatial
data to the XML format. Angle’s architecture
allows new force models and terminators to be
defined as required.

Designing a visualisation involves establishing
mappings from the elements of the application do-
main represented in the data model to those of the
geometric model (e.g. classes will be represented by
nodes in a graph and edges will represent inheri-
tance) and from the geometric model to the presen-
tation model (e.g. class nodes will be represented by
unlabelled red spheres whose radius is proportional
to the number of methods). These mappings are
achieved via the use of pre-layout and post-layout fil-
ters (Churcher et al. 2003).

Pre-layout filters may be inserted in this pipeline
section to perform transformations which select from
the data model those elements which will participate
in the layout process and convert them to appropri-
ate structure and naming conventions. Domain spe-
cific data, which is required for subsequent mappings
but might not play any rôle in layout computation,
is transformed into (XML) attributes of the corre-
sponding geometric elements by pre-layout filters. For
example, the name of each class and its number of
methods might become attributes of the correspond-
ing graph node.

After the layout has been performed (i.e. node po-
sitions determined) post-layout filter pipeline compo-
nents may be used to utilize the domain data which
has been added by pre-layout filters. This information
is then available for use in constructing the presenta-
tion mappings. For example, the class name might
appear in a label, and the number of methods might
be used to determine the radius of the corresponding
symbol.

Examples of this process appear in Section 5.

3 Inhomogeneous spring models

Force-directed layout algorithms(Eades 1983, Eades
1984, Di Battista et al. 1999) are widely used to ob-
tain 2D and 3D layouts for undirected graphs. The
approach involves modelling pairwise repulsive forces
Fr between nodes and attractive forces Fa between
nodes connected by edges. The functional forms of
Fa and Fr are arbitrary and the layout represents an
equilibrium solution obtained by iterative solution of
the corresponding equations of motion.

A homogeneous model is commonly assumed. In
such a model, the strengths of attractive and repulsive
forces depend on the distances between nodes. They
do not depend on properties of individual nodes or
weights of individual edges other than through global
constants. We will first describe the homogeneous
model and then consider the inhomogeneous model
resulting from relaxation of this constraint.

A common choice of functional form for Fa is
based on Hooke’s law (equation 1) which gives the
attractive restoring force for elastic springs of natural
length l0 when stretched by displacement x.

F a = −ka(x − l0) (1)

Real springs are elastic only for small displace-
ments but this requirement can safely be relaxed in
our case. Where l0 > 0 a negative value of x will
result in a force acting to prevent the further com-
pression; the spring is trying to return to its natural
length irrespective of the sign of the extension. The
constant ka represents the stiffness of the spring: the



stiffer the spring, the greater the force required to
produce a given extension.

It is common to assume homogeneous values for
ka and l0 so that each spring has the same stiffness
and each has the same natural length.

The functional form for the repulsive force between
nodes is commonly based on an inverse square law
behaviour (equation 2) where the strength of the re-
pulsive force between nodes i and j falls off in pro-
portion to the square of the distance between them
(equation 2). In practice, some slight modification
is needed in order to prevent singularities where the
distance, r between nodes becomes very small.

It is common to assume homogeneous values for
kr, the constant which determines the strength of the
repulsion. Thus, each node exerts a repulsive force on
each other node which depends only on their separa-
tion.

F r
ij =

kr

r2
ij

(2)

Combining the contributions from all forces in a
homogeneous model leads to equation 3 for the total
force on node i, obtained by combining the individ-
ual contributions from individual pairs of nodes as
described by equations 1 and 2. The force and dis-
tance quantities are now represented by vectors and
r̂ij denotes the unit (direction) vector between nodes
i and j.

Fi =
∑

i,j∈V,i6=j

kr r̂ij

|rj − ri|2

+
∑

i,j∈E,i6=j

−ka((rj − ri) − l0(rj − ri)
|(rj − ri)| ) (3)

Our mental picture of the homogeneous force di-
rected layout model described thus far involves identi-
cally charged particles repelling each other while some
pairs of particles are joined by springs of identical nat-
ural length and stiffness.

In the inhomogeneous counterpart, which we will
now introduce, only slight changes to this picture are
required. The particles may carry different amounts
of charge: the repulsive force between a pair of nodes
will depend on the product of their charges. Similarly,
the network of springs connecting nodes may contain
some very stiff springs as well as weaker ones and they
may have a variety of natural lengths.

In the physical world from which the inverse
square behaviour has been borrowed, the repulsive
force would correspond to that between charged par-
ticles which might carry different charges as described
by equation 4.

F r =
1

4πε0

qiqj

r2
ij

(4)

In equation 4, qi and qj represent the (possibly
different) charges on particles (nodes) i and j respec-
tively, while 1

4πε0
is constant over the entire system.

Similar functional forms apply to other natural in-
verse square forces such as Newton gravitation, where
the masses of particles take the place of charges.

Thus, we can relax the homogeneity aspect of
equation 2 by representing the repulsive force between
nodes as shown in equation 5.

F r = kr qiqj

r2
ij

(5)

The inhomogeneous model counterpart of equa-
tion 5 is equation 6.

Fi =
∑

i,j∈V,i6=j

krqiqj r̂ij

|rj − ri|2

+
∑

i,j∈E,i6=j

−ka
ij((rj − ri) −

l0ij (rj − ri)
|(rj − ri)| ) (6)

In the case where all “charges” are equal and all
springs are identical, equation 6 reduces to equation 3
as expected.

In our visualisation work, we do not normally
encounter “real” charges or stiffnesses. In general,
we deal with graphs G = (N, E) whose nodes ni
and edges eij each have properties or attributes of
their own. For example, each node may represent a
product which has properties such as cost, price and
weight; similarly edges might represent pipeline seg-
ments with attributes such as length, cost and capac-
ity.

The corresponding charges, stiffnesses and natu-
ral lengths in the spring model will be determined
by mappings based on functions of the attributes of
the underlying data. For example, “charge” might
be based on value = cost

price . The mapping selection
used in specific instances will be chosen to reflect the
specific visualisation desired.

4 Representing inhomogeneous models

We often need to visualise systems whose component
nodes are of different types and which have several
kinds of connections. Representing these with a ho-
mogeneous model is often problematic.

Consider the familiar example of the entity-
relationship model (Chen 1976) used in database
schema design.

Supplier Partstocks

ID

City

PID

Cost

Figure 2: Entity-relationship diagram

Nodes representing entities are “more important”
than those representing attributes. Edges connect at-
tributes to their entities and related entities to each
other via relationship nodes. In a “nice” layout, each
entity’s attributes are clustered tightly around it, the
entity nodes are spaced further apart and nodes rep-
resenting relationships are symmetrically placed be-
tween the entities they connect.

In the inhomogeneous model, entity and relation-
ship nodes could be encouraged to stay apart by giv-
ing them a higher charge, Qhi, than that of the other
nodes, Qlo, while keeping all springs identical. There
would then be three repulsive interaction strengths,
each proportional to the inverse square of the node
separation.

The repulsive forces between pairs of entity nodes
would then be proportional to Q2

hi, as would the
forces between entity nodes and relationship nodes;



the force between an attribute node and an entity
node would be proportional to Qhi × Qlo, as would
the force between an attribute node and a relation-
ship node; the forces between pairs of attribute nodes
would be proportional to Q2

lo.
Alternatively, we could keep all charges identical

and use shorter, stiffer springs for entity-attribute
edges than for entity-relationship edges.

In general, there are many combinations of charge,
natural length and stiffness which would encourage
the same behaviour. The interactions between var-
ious combinations are not always straightforward to
anticipate.

We have developed an inhomogeneous force model
to add to those supplied with Angle. This model is
an inhomogeneous version of the “Big Bang” model
and will be referred to as the BBC (Big Bang +
Coulomb) model hereafter. Figure 4 shows the con-
trols for the BBC algorithm. These include sliders
for setting the global values of stiffness (ka), natu-
ral length (l0) and charge (Q). Default values for all
algorithm parameters are provided.

The default values may be overridden for individ-
ual nodes and edges in the the NGML data files as
shown in Figure 3. We have chosen to represent the
various parameters as multipliers of a global default
rather than absolute values. This allows the interac-
tive controls to be used more conveniently. The node
elements have an optional charge attribute which
represents a value in terms of how many units of the
current global default charge apply. Similarly, the
edge elements have optional stiffness and l0 at-
tributes which also indicate multipliers for the current
global settings of the corresponding parameters.
...
<node charge="2.0">
<name>nA</name>

</node>
...
<edge stiffness="0.1" l0="2">
<from>nA</from>
<to>nB</to>

</edge>
<edge stiffness="3">
<from>nA</from>
<to>nC</to>

</edge>
<edge l0="5">
<from>nA</from>
<to>nD</to>

</edge>
...

Figure 3: Representing inhomogeneous model data in
NGML

5 Applications

In this section, we illustrate the application of in-
homogenoeus force models with some specific exam-
ples in order to demonstrate the rôle of inhomoge-
neous force models in producing visualisations. The
presentation format is VRML (Carey & Bell 1997)
delivered to users via browser plug-ins such as cor-
tona (http://www.parallelgraphics.com. Printed
greyscale images do not convey the full impression of
these worlds—please visit our web page (svg 2000) to
experience the interactive colour versions for yourself.

Figure 4: Angle inhomogeneous model algorithm
controls

5.1 Plagiarism detection

Our student assignments are routinely compared by
plagiarism detection software. The plagiarism detec-
tion software compares each student assignment with
that of every other student and expresses the result as
a percentage. False positives (e.g. those arising where
students simply submit unmodified versions of the
template code skeleton provided) are then removed
and the remainder are sorted in decreasing order of
similarity. Typically, the degree of similarity falls off
rapidly and then stabilises at a level of “normal” sim-
ilarity representing the expected degree of similarity
between any two independently-developed solutions
to the same problem.

Effective visualisations of the results of such com-
parisons are a key factor in identifying suspicious
similarities for further investigation. One natural
metaphor is to represent the similarity network by
a (3D) graph. While statistical clustering isn’t (we
hope!) applicable, the idea is that connected “clus-
ters” of nodes will correspond to groups of collabo-
rating students. Unfortunately, simply adding edges
in decreasing order of similarity (i.e. including only
edges corresponding to similarities greater than some
threshold value) leads to graphs with many discon-
nected components. Not only does this cause distress
to force-directed layout algorithms—it also obscures
some of the important relationships between clusters.
Cases of plagiarism often involve only two students
but sometimes there is a link between clusters. This
could involve a common acquaintance but in some
cases arises from a hard-copy listing being stolen from
a printer.

Figure 5 shows two screen snapshots of a common
scenario possibly involving a group of four collabora-
tors and a separate collaboration with one of these
(the darkest node). Only edges where similarity is
greater than a threshold value are included.

In both cases, the edge stiffness is related to the
observed similarity. Figure 5(a) shows a linear re-
lationship where the stiffness is proportional to the



percentage similarity. Our experience suggests that
the final layout is more sensitive to non-linear map-
pings such as those used to generate Figure 5(b). The
“weakest link” has stretched, allowing the tight tetra-
hedral arrangement to flatten. The interpretation,
supported by inspection, is that the darkest node rep-
resents the master-criminal, who has collaborated in-
dependently with each of the others.

(a) Stiff

(b) Relaxed

Figure 5: Small candidate plagiarism cluster

As the threshold is lowered, more edges are added
and the graph becomes more highly connected. How-
ever, the likelihood of missing relevant connections
because of the arbitrarily chosen threshold decreases.

Figure 6 shows another example cluster from the
same data set. Figure 6(a) shows a layout resulting
from a homogeneous algorithm and the browser con-
trols used for navigating the resulting world. Post-
layout filters have been applied to dress the bare
graph with node labels and node and edge colours
as they appear in Figures 6(b) and 6(c).

Figure 6(b) results from a linear mapping of spring
stiffness to edge similarity. The raw similarity data
suggests two likely collaborations each involving a
pair of students: these are indicated by the dashed
rectangles in Figure 6(b). Post-layout filters can draw
attention to edges corresponding to high similarity
even though they are not immediately obvious in the
layout.

While this is an improvement over the homoge-
neous layout, the range of stiffnesses resulting from
the simple linear mapping alone is not sufficient to
reveal all the desired information. Figure 6(c) results
from a mapping using “binned” similarity values to
derive stiffnesses plus allowing the l0 value for indi-
vidual edges to reflect the similarity (i.e. edges rep-
resenting strong similarity are initially shorter and
stiffer than those representing more tenuous similar-
ity values.

In Figure 6(c) the suspicious pairs have moved
closer together and some “interesting” edges (indi-
cated by dotted arrows) between them are now more

(a) Homogeneous

(b) Inhomogeneous

?

(c) Inhomogeneous + l0

Figure 6: Plagiarism examples



readily apparent. Edge colour indicates similarity
value and these edges correspond to a connection be-
tween the two pairs which would have been hard to
detect without the visualisation.

The node labelled ‘xdu’ has a mild similarity to
only one of the suspicious nodes at this threshold
level and is thus likely to be “innocent”. However,
node ‘ajs’ has many similarities and warrants a closer
inspection.

5.2 Pre-requisite structure

To illustrate the use of filters in combination with
the BBC inhomogeneous layout model we will use
the example of the pre-requisite relationships between
courses in our department. Courses have a credit
point value (3 or 6) and may be full-year or single
semester (first or second) in duration. There are two
kinds of relationships between courses: a course may
be a required pre-requisite for other courses, or may
be recommended preparation for other courses.

<node points="6" semester="f">
<name>121</name>

</node>
<node points="3" semester="s">
<name>226</name>

</node>
...
<edge kind="p">
<from>121</from><to>226</to>

</edge>
<edge kind="r" stiffness="0.01">
<from>225</from><to>314</to>

</edge>
...

Figure 7: Representing course structure

Figure 7 shows how the domain attributes points
and semester have been included in the node element
while edges carry an attribute indicating the kind of
constraint between courses they represent. This is
an example of the situation described, in section 2,
where the data capture section of the pipeline reduces
to data file creation.

Figure 8 shows screen snaps of four layouts based
on the data described in Figure 7. Figure 8(a) shows
the “bare” graph layed out using the homogeneous
model with default values for all parameters. Fig-
ure 8(b) shows the same layout after a post-layout
filter has been applied. The filter, implemented as an
XSLT transformation, has used the domain attribute
values, which took no part in the layout, to decorate
the bare graph.

Node radius is proportional to credit point value,
node colour indicates semester and course codes ap-
pear as labels. Edge colour and transparency indicate
the kind of constraint they represent and arrow heads
have been added to indicate the direction of the con-
straint. Force-based layout algorithms generally as-
sume undirected graphs.

We contend that Figure 8(b) is clearly a superior
visualisation, though the underlying graph is identi-
cal to that of Figure 8(a). A number of features are
evident. The two 100-level (first year) courses, 121 &
122 (identified by the arrows in Figure 8(b)), are both
pre-requisites for each 200-level course and hence are
located close to each other. The 204 course is recom-
mended preparation for every 300-level course but is
a pre-requisite for none. In most cases a 2xx course is
a pre-requisite for a corresponding 3xx course in the
same field. Figure 8(b) contains several 204, 2xx, 3xx

(a) Bare graph (homogeneous)

(b) 8(a) styled with filters

(c) Inhomogeneous model l0 = 1

(d) Inhomogeneous model l0 = 2

Figure 8: Visualising course structure



triangles which somewhat obscure this fundamental
relationship.

Using an inhomogeneous model overcomes this
problem. Figure 8(c) shows the layout resulting from
the lowering of the stiffness of edges corresponding
to the weaker recommended preparation constraint
to a tenth of the strength of the others (as indicated
in Figure 7). This allows the stronger pre-requisite
constraints to dominate and the overall effect be-
comes one with radial (121&122) → 2xx → 3xx
strands corresponding to various specialisations such
as databases.

Finally, Figure 8(d) shows the effect of doubling
the global l0 value. The resulting graph is larger, but
the essential features are similar.

5.3 Class clusters

A common problem in our software visualisation re-
search is the representation of the relationships be-
tween components of object-oriented software.

The application domain involves components
of several kinds (applications, libraries, packages,
classes, interfaces, methods, data items, control con-
structs, . . . ) and a number of different kinds of
connections between them (inheritance, membership,
composition, invocation, overloading, . . . ). Both
components and connections have further attributes:
classes have names and methods have return types;
membership has an access mode (public, protected,
private) and invocation involves caller and callee
methods.

The number of possible visualisations based on
such a model is huge and it is not realistic to expect to
show all relationships simultaneously. Our pipeline-
based approach allows users to design and generate a
custom visualisation with a modest amount of effort.

Some components and relationships are intrinsi-
cally more “important” than others. This is reminis-
cent of the concept of degree of interest (DOI) used
in distortion-oriented (fisheye) visualisation (Furnas
1986, Furnas 1997, Sarkar & Brown 1994). The DOI
includes an a priori interest (API) contribution, re-
flecting the fact that some visualisation elements are
intrinsically more interesting. For example, classes
may be deemed to be more important than meth-
ods in some visualisations. The DOI also includes
a distance contribution reflecting how far away—in
conceptual or Euclidean space—components are.

Combining these contributions leads to a situation
where both context and detail can be represented. In
our application, we may wish to focus on an individual
class (i.e. move close to it in our virtual world) yet
still be aware of the most “relevant” classes in the
neighbourhood. Such a “gestalt” view of OO software
is important to software engineers.

Class clusters highlight aspects of the “neighbour-
hood” of individual classes (those related by inher-
itance or method invocation and hence likely to be
considered together during development) while also
showing large-scale structure of a system (a single
package in our example). The idea is that strongly-
related classes should be physically close to each
other in a manner reminiscent of statistical cluster-
ing (Everitt 1993).

Figure 9 shows a class cluster corresponding to a
Java package containing 23 classes having 153 meth-
ods. The edges of the graph represent relationships
between the elements mapped to nodes: 19 inheri-
tance connections, 153 class-has-method occurrences
and 81 method invocations.

The pre-layout filter stage has selected a subset
of the data available from the semantic analyzer for
inclusion as domain attributes. Domain attributes

not selected in this example include those represent-
ing aggregation relationships and visibility and hence
these factors do not contribute to the layout process.
However, no visualisation can effectively convey all
relevant variables simultaneously. Our approach en-
ables the user to select and modify filters at will and
hence greatly enhances its usefulness in exploratory
analysis.

The layout results from use of the BBC algorithm
as described below, and an XSLT post-layout filter
has assigned properties such as node colours and edge
thicknesses.

• Each class is represented by a (red) sphere whose
radius is proportional to the number of methods
(public, locally-defined, excluding constructors)
in the class.

• The sphere representing each class node is stud-
ded with smaller (blue) spheres representing its
methods. At the core of the class node is a node
to which each method is connected by a class-
has-method edge (not visible in Figure 9 because
they lie entirely within class spheres which the
post-layout filter mappings made opaque).
The nodes corresponding to methods are subject
to repulsive forces from all other nodes and at-
tractive forces via invocation edges in addition to
those anchoring them to their own class. Thus
they are constrained to move only on the sur-
face of the corresponding class sphere in order
to align as closely as possible to methods which
they invoke.
In order to ensure that the spheres represent-
ing methods remain on the surface of the corre-
sponding class sphere the class-has-method edges
are made stiff (stiffness=”2”) and their l0 values
are assigned to be the number of methods in the
corresponding class. Thus, these edges are very
rigid.

• Inheritance edges are denoted by (red) edges
with arrows pointing to the superclasses. In Fig-
ure 9, the thickness of inheritance edges indicates
the number of leaf classes supported (NLCS)
metric.
Inheritance edges are represented by much
slacker, longer springs (stiffness=”0.2”, l0=”50”)
since we wish the separation of classes to be
greater than typical class size.

• Invocation of methods is indicated by the thin-
ner (yellow) lines connecting methods. The edge
direction (caller to callee) is not shown but this
information is available in the model.
Invocation edges are the slackest of all (stiff-
ness=”.005”). This is because we want the edge
structure to be determined primarily by the in-
heritance structures. In the absence of any in-
vocation edges, the root class would be at the
centre of a spherically symmetric cluster.

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of customising the
filters used in the pipeline. It shows two ways of
adding the method level metrics cyclomatic complex-
ity (ν) and number of statements (STMT) to the class
cluster visualisation. Figure 10(a) results from map-
pings which represent methods by cones whose base
radii represents ν and whose heights represent STMT
values. The user can identify outliers by their aspect
ratios. In Figure 10(b), the mappings used include
more specific criteria: cubes denote methods where
STMT

ν ≥ 2 and darker colour denotes lower ν values.



Figure 9: Class cluster

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Inclusion of method metrics

6 Conclusions & future work

In this paper we have reported the extension of our
Angle layout tool to include inhomogeneous force
models. Our XML-based pipeline approach to visu-
alisation allows layout tools such as Angle to be in-
serted at the stages where geometry is computed. The
pipeline approach includes pre-layout filters, which
control the information available to the layout pro-
cess, and post-layout filters, which dress the bare
computed geometry in order to realise the desired
mappings of domain properties to characteristics of
the rendered visualisation. Domain information, to-
gether with graph structure information, is available
in the pipeline and appears as node values or edge
weights.

When combined with pre-layout and post-layout
filters, inhomogeneous force models provide a pow-
erful tool for producing geometry which includes do-
main data in a natural way. This approach is partic-
ularly valuable in situations where nodes and edges
of more than one kind are present.

We have presented some applications to illustrate
how the use of inhomogeneous force models allows
richer and arguably more effective visualisations to
be constructed with a minimum of user intervention.

Our work in progress is following a number of
threads. We are continuing to apply inhomogeneous
models in software visualisation. We are attempt-
ing to develop new metaphors, such as the class clus-
ters described here, and to extend existing metaphors.
The aim is to help software engineers to comprehend,
develop and maintain large software systems.

Another ongoing aspect of our work is concerned
with improving the authoring tools available to users
to allow exploration of the effects of different force
model choices. For example, one may need to decide
whether to represent a domain interaction via node



charges or spring stiffnesses.
Evaluating the computational efficiency effects of

parameter choices is also important. In general, for
a given graph, a homogeneous force model will ter-
minate after fewer iterations than an inhomogeneous
force model. This is understandable because of effects
of inhomogeneous model parameter settings, such as
increasing charges on nodes in a given configuration,
acting to increase the total energy of a given config-
uration. Our experience suggests that the increase in
required number of iterations are acceptable. How-
ever, we would like to be able to quantify the effects
more precisely.

User feedback and anecdotal evidence and con-
cerning the value of visualisations including inhomo-
geneous models is encouraging. However, as our ap-
proach matures, it will ultimately be necessary to con-
duct more formal user trials in order to help deter-
mine the relative merits of particular visualisations
in specific contexts.
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